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PART XXV
Facebook is a very interesting place which gives one a pretty good look at what is going on
‘out there’. For those of you who peek in FB from time to time have you noticed that the KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR are recruiting? The Poor Knights of the Temple of Solomon need strong men to begin the
training necessary to effect the nasty business of sending the Muslims back to their home sewers.
We want to also begin the advocacy for the expulsion of all Jews from all levels of government,
banks, schools, medical establishments, and media. We at DtRH would prefer to see all Jews
relocated to Madagascar; a luscious place with some of the most remarkable flora and fauna on
the planet. Since Jews are so remarkable; so uniquely different from all other species of human
looking beings, they would be right at home and quickly recognize they have been in the wrong
‘home’ land all along. Indeed, those nasty, terrible, horrible, monstrous, infamous, mass
murdering, Thulistic Vril Meisters, the National Socialists advocated the Jews be relocated to that
marvelous island off the east coast of Southern Africa. Even though the German people discovered
the truth about the Jews, they never said anything about exterminating them. Keeping them as a
curious zoo exhibit was much more to their liking. Germans have never been very keen on
murdering; preferring instead to live in a lovely land of highly intelligent White People listening to
glorious operas by Mozart and reading eloquent literature, whilst philosophizing about the purity
laws for their favorite beverage. Muslims do not know such refinements, at least not the typical
ones who are so very retarded that they are still operating in the 7th Century, a period of history
known as the Dark Ages. Living in that period is not a way to get ahead in modern life.
Being Muslim means being stuck in a bizarre rut of tradition which in the modern world
makes not much sense and is anti life. Indeed, Islam is a manifestation of the anti Christ.
Judaism is the other. As for the remaining belief systems; Hindu, Shinto, Buddhism, all of the
isms, they are interesting studies but hardly something an advanced 21st Century White Man
would consider bending his knees for; since Free Will and hence, Free Thought, is what an
advanced being seeks. Advanced beings do not follow that which they do not know. They apply
logic and reason to the argument and come to the realization that one’s connection with the First
Source and Center; The Father in Paradise is a private matter and not something one debases
with a public performance of piety. Again I repeat. Let everyone contemplate God in their own
manner under their own fruit tree. Your conversation with God is a private affair and not for
public consumption. Your prayers are not a reality Tell Lie Vision show.
A new chapter of the Penguin Koran begins at the bottom of page 240 entitled: THE
HEIGHTS. So, let’s move on with our sometimes dreary, monotonous trek through the deserts of
the Koran, sometimes highlighted with pleasant oases, but often times with visions of a hellish
place of scourges and fires; decapitated heads and severed limbs, all the while a strange, demonic
being constantly harps on and on and on about, ‘the punishment,’ ‘the scourge,’ and ‘hellfire.’
‘In the name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful. Alif lam mim sad. This Book is
revealed to you: let your heart not be troubled about it. It is revealed to you that you may
thereby warn the unbelievers and admonish the faithful. Observe that which is brought down to
you from your Lord and do not follow other masters besides Him. But you seldom take warning.
How many cities have We laid in ruins! In the night Our scourge fell upon them, or at midday,
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when they were drowsing. And when Our scourge fell upon them, their only cry was: “We have
indeed been wicked men.”’ Page 241. IE: Thank you Allah for beating the crap out of us.
You have read that Allah may strike when he wills. Now you have learned that not only is
he a capricious being, he is also one who will strike you when you are sleeping. Striking sleeping
soldiers has always been considered to be a cowardly act of war. Cowardly ways are typical of
the Muslims and Jews. Many marauding Muslim monsters cover their faces and Jews admit that
they make war by means of deception; indeed that being the slogan of the Mossad: ‘By Way Of
Deception So Shall We Conduct War.’ Indeed it has been proven that some of the leading elements
of the most radical manifestation of Islamic Jihad; ISIS, (Israeli Security Intelligence Service),
are Jewboys wearing Stars of Moloch around their necks and faces covered up with woolen
balaclavas and often times their hands are gloved, as well. Remember, these guys are operating
in the Middle East where temperatures often will go over 100 degrees. My conclusion is, those
creatures are first of all, COWARDS!!! and secondly they must be cold blooded reptiles.
Of course, as far as Muslims are concerned, the fact that it is over 100 degrees outside is
of no consequence for women who have to be all covered up; since they are some sort of baby
making sub human, worth less than a dog. I still do not quite get it when Western Women
embrace the Muslim Rape fugees with open arms. Is it that many of our women have become
infected with a stupidity virus? Have they all been Whoopied and Viewed by Doctor Phil and
Ellen Degenerate? And, some of our men, who actually have no testicles but are carrying pseudo
ovaries and are beginning to think they can menstruate and have babies, are lost, mentally ill
beings who should be institutionalized at Camp LeJeune where the United States Marine Corps
will set them straight. Semper Fidelis.
Oops. I guess that won’t fly, will it? The modern US Marine Corps is not the one my dear
Father trained in after WWII before going off to fight in Indonesia for the Dutch Marine Corps. He
had already spent five years underground all during the 2nd World War. Anyway, the Marine
Corps back in the 1940s were a tough bunch of leather necks. Today’s ranks sport women and
homosexuals. What women are doing in the front lines is beyond reason. That is a whole other
story and I’m confident that you, reading these pages, will realize is one of the most insane ideas
ever concocted by generals, flight marshals, and admirals. Of course they are all hamstrung by
vermin called, politicians; a pack of self serving narcissists who are mostly expensive wastes of
human skin. In our humble opinion.
Anyway, let’s continue with the Koran; a book some have said is a total waste of paper. I
say that about other books; books such as the ones pumped out by the thousands in the committee
rooms of Steele and company, King Co., Patterson Ltd., Collins, Collins, & Collins, and so forth. The
fact that trees were sacrificed to proliferate Fifty Shades of Grey is a very sad reflection
concerning what our civilization considers worthy to print. The Koran is not a waste of paper in
that it is a very important document which has influenced a certain type of humanoid to commit
the most horrific terror upon innocent people for over 1400 years! Indeed, the Koran, as you have
come to see for yourself from reading Down the Rabbit Hole, is a blue print for diabolical
atrocities and one can not discard that book because of it. If you ignore the Koran and toss it in
with garbage literature, you lose sight of information which is important to know. If you do not
know another human being’s belief system you have but very little idea of how that being operates
and why s/he does what s/he does. By not knowing what is in the Koran, and indeed, the Bible as
well, you have but a very foggy vision of reality. Remember, your reality involves other beings who look like
you but are not like you at all and who act upon what they believe in. What people believe is not necessarily
true. Some people completely disregard the physical phenomena called, bubbles; spheres which form in a
medium; a simple elementary physics reveal, and believe in a flat earth, for example. Other people firmly
believe that they need politicians to be their leaders, completely dismissing the fact that most of those
people are lawyers; a class of creature labeled as, ‘vermin’ in the original founding documents for the
Massachusetts colony which managed to keep those blood sucking narcissists out of their new found land
for 30 years! until those weasels managed to slither their way back in and eventually insinuated themselves
into governments. An interesting fact is: a disproportionate number of legal professionals are Jews.
To be continued...
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